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About This Game

The age of heroes is passed, yet an ancient evil rises again. Follow the adventures of Karden, a blacksmith on the path to
mastering his craft, forced to take a stand against Talameq, an ageless entity bent on devouring the world. Journey across the

world and find allies in your fight against darkness while fending off Talameq's disciples. Arelite Core bridges the gap between
traditional and modern JRPGs, bringing new concepts to tried and true designs and presented with high-definition retro inspired

graphics.

Key features

Live a 20 hour cinematic story driven adventure

Customise your heroes with unique stances and techniques
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Battle legions of fully animated monsters

Forge unique master weapons and armor

Immerse yourself with an amazing retro styled soundtrack

Discover a plethora of secrets, collectables to gather, secret bosses to fight and find the famous developer room

Play with a completely custom game engine, with advanced interactions and visual effects

Relive the glory days of JRPGs as you remember them
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Best game ever! Beat the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of everyo... oh right, you just walk around in circles until there is only one enemy left
and beat the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of him :thinking: TL;DR: 5/5 walking simulator!

Still better rapping than any mainstream "rapper" does these days.. Enjoyable little game. It's a take on the Hotline Miami
mechanic, with co-op (I think).

Easy to learn, fun to play. Funny, too.

The Trump\/Putin update is a stroke of genius.

Easily worth the price of a Big Mac \/ \u0411\u0438\u0433 \u041c\u0430\u043a meal.. After beating Dark Souls NG++++++
with a rock band controler, I thought I could beat anything. I was wrong. You'd have to be a moron to try to beat cloud level 3. I
died to bad level design more often than I did to Ornstein and Smough. This game is completely broken. Not even made by kids,
either.

As a side note, I would gladly pay twice this games price for the music.. In game ads in a full feature fighting game that
originally launched with a 50 dollar price tag, lol.

I think I'm going to be swearing off any Capcom purchases for the forseeable future. It's bad enough they stick Denuvo in
everything, that in itself is a huge mark against them. But this? This is crossing a line you don't cross. I often don't tolerate this
even in F2P games.

Sorry, to the part of Capcom's development studio who's handling the upcoming Devil May Cry, as well as the part of the
company that made Megaman 11. I want to buy so many of these games, but your execs or whoever's pushing for these things
needs to be punished for all this dramatically anti-consumer behavior. It's gone on long enough, it's getting worse, and I have no
option but to vote with my wallet.. Good stuff, a whole new campaign and experience. it is harder than the main game cuz you
have access to none of the resources from the main game.. This game is wonderfur!. Galekh's schtick with his footnotes was
great- Make sure to click the footnotes to actually see what he's saying! Tirona came entirely out of left-field but honestly, you
go you little memelord.
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I no joke found information about myself, my login data and some other important information in the game files, but HEY?!
What can YOU expect frim a bucn of Ukranians?. You have to activate it in Uplay. Use the serial number steam provides on
start up, and reddem it in uplay.. Tidalis is a casual "falling blocks" puzzler by the developer Arcen Games. The basic premise of
Tidalis is that the player must define the orient of each block, fire a beam from one block of a particualr color and that beam
travels through like colored blocks in a direct that depends on the player-set orient. If three or more blocks are hit they are
elimited. Losing in this game usually is caused by having the game area fill up with blocks although some levels have other
special conditions. Win conditions vary per level; they may have the player eliminate a certian number of blocks of a certain
color or eliminate a certian number of blocks in a limit number of moves.

I personally didn't enjoy Tidalis or think it's a very well design game. Maybe my limited time in the game suggests I didn't
properly give the game a chance, but with the limited scope of a casual game like this the time I spent should be sufficent to
determine the quality of a game. The concept of the game might seem good on paper, if you enjoy these sort of games, but
actually playing the game failed to inspire or be an enjoyable experience.

The game encourages getting combos. When blocks fall due to the block underneath them being eliminated would also trigger
and potentially eliminate additional blocks. In practice, however, the chance that this would happen was fairly rare. One could,
however, attempt to tediously line up moves in advance. Again this might sound like a good idea but in a game like this where
quickly lining up moves so the board doesn't, this process becomes a mental chore. When triggering a block it will take several
seconds for the move to resolve and the player is unable to trigger additional blocks. If falling blocks are trigger the player is
often forced to wait for them to impotently resolve before proceeding. Many times the necessary blocks aren't even available
and I am required to wait for fate to smile upon me in the form of the blocks that I need. As a result of all of this, the gameplay
feels slow, tedious and not particularly satisfying.

Tidalis doesn't support USB controllers - there may be a way to use a controller by adjusting the key bindings but seeing how the
game is played I have a hard time seeing how it would work.

If you're looking for a game of this type, there are better options out there.

Score: 2/10. Good games. very easy to understand this game. trying stay alive long as possble. Heaps of fun. Good job people
who make this game.. A fun game, slight lag but for 2 dollars you'll get your moneys worth and then some.
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